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are open
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through the avenue of

madl3 alive

educ~1tion

could

into

bloodstream

heart of the

church, and

concomitant to every organization or

oi' the

gain
I.
how a church could

purpose of

begin an integrated

education

(1) to ascertain

stud;v

separate

...................... u

should

to missionschool, not as a

the role of the

the total church

but as an

of the

educatlon endeavor; (.3) to trace the

mant in a

Movean

up to the
of missionary

into the
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the church, and mora essentially,
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education; (2) to
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•
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to the
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today.
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of the local
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or
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education
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for a

on mission-

of

ary education curriculum
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the church,
in part,
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to

the

materials.

publishing

A

how it can

to

fact that

of information as
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at the
, this
tive set of beginning procedures
the local. church.

felt justified in

a tanta-

in

!! ..

The writer did not

to outline

present a complete pro-

of J:nission<ll"y education in the local church, because this might

tended to

lL~t

or

a local church's dewlOf.i1l.ent in its ov;n

endeavors

It
to limit thia writing to a

.mora

church could
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to meet its O'lc"in pc'1rticular situation.

to a

more complete understanding of
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bean
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a

education throughout
•

though
by various denominational

~~'urJs

con-

deera.ed

other
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text of their

onary education materials,

it

in-

the enumeration of

stance,
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of

botll necessary
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for the

to at
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chapter has been

:';n;ose of clarifying

procedures instituted

various

the curriculum. of that

knmm at

the latter

•
century.

of such a Move-

mont in a

up to
a

possibilitY'

of the curriculu1x1. employed throughout

denom.inc1tional youth

of

educati.on

been en-

hanced.

I.
fact

endeavors

could be likeued_, in sa.'ne

educat:ton.,

not united according to
each

.felt

young

one

•
their

need for a
their own program..

It cot.:ld be considered as

c1uite sketchy in its general character; but it did serve to
the

that

'~''Jere

at that

churches that

proceeded to note some of

The
,..,,.,,,.,..~T

.IJUCJ.rU

•m~re

vision for

•
Church

of

to young

r~·~~«-·- t s

work in 189) ..

early

It

events just

be

conducive

to

t()

from one

:l'.n
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t.o

sionary

at Silver

on
of

Movement ..

lnture in 1907 ..

at the

c . c.

Move-

10
.:.:::::.;;;.;;;;:;.~~-

2!:, union.

This union united the leaders of the inter-

ested missionary organizations on the continent for common purposes.
Thus, by this method of organization it could produce all materials at

an expense only slightly more than what it would have cost one board to
carry on such

reaching plans for itself.

It secured the """"'''"'"''"

on

missionary problems from each denomination represented; and through them,
the vary best things conducive to missionary e.ffort available to
each one.

'fhe fundamental principle of

to, and that

"to

?lovern.ent was a.ll'1ays adherred

the mission boards in their work of mission-

ary edueat:i.on. "1
organization and management,

This

while everything it had or did. was used denominationally.

.:,'uch informa-

tion has already been hinted at in the preceding paragraph, but it was
deemed of such importance, that a clearer statement

se~ned

necessary.

This organization ministered to the needs of all because it had no membership or local constituency, nor contact with orgenizations in local
churches.
Field department.
united organization, that

It was through the field department of this
s~er

conferences were organized and con-

ducted; that institutes were held in various cities; that plans were
inaugurated for an improved type of training of persona for
study leadership.

All

trained for the

promote their plans of mission study.

~ission

were to

11

expression to
other methods of missionary education.
ate

systematic
Sund~

It

proportion-

the young

school dapartmep'lf..

the

•

It was interesting to note that the

of persons

early work of this .Movement lay almost entireJ.T in the
connected with d iff a rent
deemed wise to include the
struction.

It was

organizations and leaders with the
missionary instruction.

of

It dealt with editors,

for
writers, publish-

Sunday school publications.
:lncrease in :.nissionary
churches of North

was brought

in

publishing ta.xt-books

the

for the boards desiring missionary study courses.

c. c.

Michener

reported that:
This

study idea
taken such
hold
the
and has suet with such universal approval
response
·
in the local c."nEches,
the inon the
of
aLuost
phenomenal.l
crease from
UIH'H'L<;,>~

least one new book
mission

the

each year ..

boards

one

the

12
interesting to note some course titles under considera-

It has

tion for the home boards at that time.

They wars:

••• ~ Negro Pr~bl~; ~ .e. Missions !!!!! ~ ~ ~
R.2, ill 2!£ Country: The Canadian Northwest ; :Mexiaq; Q!:!£
Island

sessions;

ll1!.

Countrv pp.urah;

Ih! Mountaineers;

!!1, !:.b.!. !h...§..; Industrial Problems; ! S;t.udz 2f
grant.s !!l Their H2!U.f''~.~ ;1.!1 BuroP!; Fduce.tional ~ Q.u

~Frontier; Oppgrtunitie~ ~

Serviae, ... presenting
such fields of u.1efulness a.s t.he ":Ministry, 11
School Teac..hing, ~
Among Negroes, rl 11M.ountaineers' 11
11 !nunigrru1.ts, n and 11 Deaeonnesses On Settlement Work. 11 1

missionaries were in the process of being written by

Robert E.

Speer around 1908.
One should note that all books were imprinted to each respective
board and sold by each one to its own constituencies, thus making the
books denominational in character.
~.!a.terials

.r:rf.nted.

The followifl..g

of printed

were

prepared for use:

Text-books
Volumes in lib~aries
and eha:rts
Parnphlets

Mission study announcements2
Various study aida were produced so that there might
study, and not
brary

or

a reading

provided a. li-

the best up-to-date publications relating to the pflrtieule,r

subjects in the text-books.

1 Ibid.
2

books.

real

~., .P• 25.

13
World-Wide Q!.!!?! Books..
tJorth

The missionary study movement of the

churches naturally attracted world-wide attention.

The

texts were used by the Student Volunteer l!ovement for Foreign Missions
of North Am.erica, by ·the Student Movement of Great Britain, by the Student l(ove.r.u:mt of South Afrlca, by the Non-Conformist and Established
Churches in England, by the United Free Churches of Scotland,

by

mission study classes in New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, India,
China, and Japan.l
Mr.

~filii~

H. Hartshorn, the chairman of the executive committee

of the International

Sund~

School Association said:

We are crying out for the 1 iteratu.re that is going
to educate and to mold, not only the teachers, but the
children themselves. There is no field in literature
that has the possibilities of holding the boys and the
girls as that of the heroes on the mission field.2
Summer conferences.

Due to an apparent lack of capable lead-

era in the local churches Sl the plan to have nJ.ission study classes was
often thwarted.

For this reason, it

~t1as

decided to hold su.mm.er confer-

ences to train leaders so that they could

in carrying out the

plans of their mission boards.
The session lasted for 10 days, during which time a study of
methods to be employed by the mission boards in their campaign for
missionary educa.tion were presented.

The delegates, each one selected

by his own mission board, were taught how to do t.he specific thipgs

l!bid., p. 26.
2Ibid., P• 30.

needed in the local churches.

There was not any expense made tc

board, and the best teachers from all the denominations were
to assist in the training.

<;!tl:l·::o~uu..!.~:Ju

It was al·llllays a great time of inspiration

for all.
Institutes.

Because there ~.. as a need for more leader6 tha.n w;as

possible through the conferences, institutes were held in some of the
larger cities.

All persons in the Sunday school in a position to intro-

duce ndssionary instruction in their schools, were eligible to attend.
This type of study was also open to any other person in the city who
should teach mission study classes.

No study period lasted longer than

two or three daye.
Deeutations.

The deputations were interdenominational in scope.

Each one was composed of three or more men carefully selected from ruuong
many theological seminary students and :returned missionaries.

The equip-

ment for each group included lantern slides 1 moving-picture film, and an
exhibit.

They went to the small-sized cities not usually reached by

mission board secretaries and other agencies, and were expected to remain in a city for one week.

Their program vwas usually charactfl:rized

by the showing of pictures, public addresses on

, training

persons in different churches who should be teaching mission study
classes, and assisting Sunday school officers and teachers in perfecting
the missionary organization of their Sunday schools.

It should be

noted, too,. that each member of the team waa especially trained and
qualified to render definite assistance to a particular phase of the
program.

1.5
As the various aspects of the early efforts made in the realm.
of missionary education have been presented, one can..11ot help but note
the steady progress

continued vision of those early pioneers.

It

has been interesting to note the vital relationship of missionary edueation to

work of the Sunday

school~

It may easily be gathered, from

the frequent statements made to the relationship that existed between
those two functions at that time, the.t there was an all importan.t link,
a link that appee.rs to have been broken to some degree through the pro~resaion

of the years.

This link must be repaired before effectual mis-

sionary education can actually take place.

Therefore, one may conclude

that such a relctionship is altogether necessary.
It should be noted that the beginning procedures for the restoration of missionary education to the Sunday school program will be noted
in a future chapter.

II.

EDUCATION

IN THE EVANGELICAL UNITED BRErHREN CHURCH
It haa been quite interesting to note the progress made in the

Evangelical United Brethren Church, as it joined the ranks of the
Young People's Missionary Movement of the United States and Canada.
One should reeogr1ize that it had its own particular youth groupe and
na«~s

for those groups, entirely separate from any other denondnation.

It was, therefore, directly accomplishing the purpose of the whole
Movement.

,;;1 Fnificant.

~~~~1.2.

In the late nineteenth century, a youth move>nent of .major signi-

16
ficance developed

American Christianity which

the Evangel:i.cal Churches ne

Young People's

of Christian Endeavor·.

stone

A~lianee,

the

Key-

Both of those societies were full

of rni.ssiomtry zeal and interest. Missionary money and missionaries came
from those groups continually.
evangelization,

every one

branches of the Y. P.
or foreign

specific

!As

the

conferences took to urban
"Y. P. A.· Mission.''

Conference

made liberal contributions to the support of
; or to the maintenance of deacon-

neases.l
As early as 1911, the secretary of the

quadrennial conven-

tion, reported that the Y. P. A. had raised a total of $56,692.04 during
the quadrennium., of which ¢24,652.45 was given directly for missionary
work.2
Eller stated that during this same qu&.drennium, the following
events took place:
Simultaneously the K. L. c. E. was building a college
church at Dallas, Oregon, and. a Memorial church in Siangtan, Chirua. One cannot but adrnil"e the zeal, and liberality
of the youth
that generation who were able to
above
parochial loyalties and self-interest to see the needs of
a wide world.3
It wasn •t until after the begi..nning of the twentieth century that
the

or significance for missionary education was truly recognized

for what it was worth.

lPau~ Himn:tel Eller, Histor' £f. ;t?Nangel;tcal Missions (Harrisburg:
The Evangelical Press, 1942}, P• 7.
2~.

-

3Ibid.

l "''(

Earlz

~-books

The first Missiona.ry Year Book of the former
tion tlas published in 1908.

~vangelical

Associa-

It contained numerous tracts, pUi;phlets,

and leaflets which enlarged upon the m.i.sslonary information contained
in the columna of the regular church papers.

Two editions of

~Mission

Fields, by G. Heinmil1er, were printed

and used throughout the denomination, beginning approximately in the
year 1908.
In the yEuir $ 1914, a fiCom.rnittee of Eight" was appointed.

They

distributed 275,000 .missionary and stewardship tracts 'l;,hroughout the
church during their term of office.
The "Committee of Eightn wa.s supplanted in 1916 by a "Co.m.mittee
on Missionary Education."

This committee publicized all denominational

missionary work and promoted missionary education in the Sunday schools
and the I. P. A.
The year, 1917, showed the new

Co~~ttee

on Missionary

r~ucation

challenging the Sunday schools of the deno.'nination to designate the first
Sunday of each month aa nMissionary SUt1day. 11
co~lllittee

be a.ppointed in each school.

provision for all necessary literature.

It urged that a missionary

This comrnittee also .made full
Under the supervision of this

committee a. series o:f (6) six studies on the beginnir1gs oi' Evangelical
missions were published.l
By 1925 Secretary Epp ht::d published a series of missionary biographies entitled, Miss+onary

~

Sketches.

18
A

later, such books as,

==~~~~

Facts ang F!guras;
by

Messinger;
were

available for mission

cle:ss.;e.

Programs
lUssionsry prayer meetings began in the Evangelical Church shortly
after the creation of the Missionary Society.
elements in that early program of

~dssionary

This was one of the first
education.

These prayer

meetings used the helpful missionary materials prepared by the secretaries, or persons appointed by them.

These materials were published regu-

larly in the church papere for their use.
Secretary Carl Heinmiller sought to emphasize Christian .missions
at the very heart of the Christian movement.

It was for this reason that

he established contacts with Evangelical student life.
schools of .missions Y>ere established on the carnpuses of

Inform~tive

Union

College, Evangelical School of Theology, and Evangelical Theologie8l
Seminary.
were

Such materials as new
in the classes.

literature~

new maps, anu new pictures

The purpose of those materials was to bring

to life 1 the vital throbbing ndssion work

the

Church.

Scholarships were provided in 1938 by the iw.imgelical Church 9s V--leological seminaries,:for qualified visiting ministers from the same church
coming from its mission fields.
One may conclude, therefore, that the early efforts made in the
area of missionary education in the Evangelical Church, were laying the
foundation stones for continued emphasis

L~

that area.
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III.

'rHE MISSIONARY EDUClfTION
OF ·rHE YOtrrH FELL0?1SHIP OF'

CURRICULUM
EVANGELICAL

UNITED BRl.iirHREN CHURCH

The preceding presentation,concerning the early beginnings of
missionary education in the Evangelical United Brethren Church, should
serve to make the presentation concerning the present day youth program
of greater significance.
The vital relationship er.isting between the Women 1s Society

of:

World Service and the Youth Fellowship will be pointed out, so that this
all-important link m.ay be ascertained as to its full value.
Org:anizatiop.
The Youth Fellowship's progra'll of ;:ctivity, especially relating
to the study of ndssion materials, is undertaken by the Comraission on
!:fissions and. Social Action.

The Women 1 s Society of World Service has

a. specific member of its group assigned to aid this Commission in all

of its endeavors.

This woman is lmown as the 3EH!retary of iUssionary

Education for Youth, and is officially considered as the Associate Youth
Director of the Youth Fellowship.
Duties 2!

~

Secretarz

~ Missionar~

Education

~ ~

She promotes missionary education activities by stimulating the
study of

missio~~

Youth Fellowship.

as outlined by the Executive Council of the General
She should be instrwnental in creating

ar1

interest in

the reading of missionary litere.ture and in following the Reading Course
specified

by·

the Youth Fellowship Council.

She encourages each Youth

20

leadership
training courses.

use of s:udio-

visual .materials are presented and

whenever and wherever pos-

sible.

She promotes the World Service Fund and its different objectives.
Interest

participation in certain missionary service projects are

cultivated consistently.
Therefore, one may conclude that the constant duty of this secretary is to aid in the nussionary phase of the Youth
be a. true missionary resource perl3on at

times.

and
Jl~l &~.vail.s.ble

to

mis...

sicmary materials at her di.sposal are incorporated and used to best
advante,.ge for challenging to missionary service, and i.n preparing for
life service.l
Duties E.[ the Comm.ission £!!. }!issions

!IDS!. Social Action

li'rorking closely 111ith the Secretary of Missionary
and Social :'mtion

tain goals to misslonsry e.ffol'-t.
bility for topics
fea.ture on missions.

this special
received

featt~e

to
There
the

this tin:te t;>.lso.

of mlssion studies.

This Contmission

assumes f tl.ll

topics are p1an..'1ed as a special
a regular time

ea.ch .month for
and a

It carefully plann

offering

nsee the tvw series

Consistent promotion of each of the four pro,jecte

the 1'{orld Service Fund is

part oft

lt'l'omen • s Society of
Service, ~ Secretarv £f. MJ..s.sion:'U';r
Education for Youth {Dayton: The Evangelical United Brethren Church,

1.955-1959):-pp. 3-4.

21
throughout the year.

It act.ively promotes
own Corifa renee

project, designated by
ever denominational

Council, snd

has been

year .. l

ple's work, reported, "Last yee.r the young people

some $88,000

for the missionary interests of the church. "2 This

shows

anew that the young people are actually interested
Sour.:?~

of Curriculum
The true source of all that constitutes the curriculum. of the
imp or-

Youth Fellowship, essential to the rrlssions emphasis,
tant supplimentary sources.

cooperates

~ith

The Evangelical United Brethren Church

the Joint Comndssion on Missionary Education of the Na-

tional Council of Churches, and serves as a member of the
Directors.

our denomination in

Several members of the church

the pla.rming sessions •

These planning

of

exist for the purpose

ot: drat'ling up the specifications and determining the content of the mis-

sion study books which are used
The trade name for

throu~~out

the denomination each year.

publishing arm of the Joint Conunlssion on Mission-

ary .i':ducation is the Friendship Press)

l.trhe Youth Fellowship, .tl:.?fr!%_11 f?E-i~~ (Dayton:

Brethren Bookstores, 1956), PP• 29-30.

2Perso:nal correspondence of Warren J. Hartman, Da;>rton, Ohio, to
the author,
12, 1956.
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Curriculum

!!!. Practice

Missionary studies center around tYfo different areas of emphasis
each year.

A study of the home mission's theme is carried on for four

weeks in the fall.

A world mission 1 a theme of study is also carried on

for four weeks during the same year, but it comes in the spring.

1956-1957 theme for home missions is, Mission Field:

u.

S. A.

The

The for-

eign or world mission •s theme for this same year emphasizes Southeast
Asia.l

Study books atld their accompanying manuals are provided for every

age group within the Youth Fellowship.
Additional information atld stimulus is made possible through the
use of filmstrips.

The filmstrip entitled,

!! ~

a good addition to the Southeast Asia theme.

Lived ,!B. Mala;v;a, makes

The filmstrip entitled,

Dick's giseoverz, offers a good st:i.m.ulous to the study on Mission Field:

U. S. A. 2
Current periodicals containing articles atld pictures on the Islands
of Burma, Thailand, Malaya, Indonesia, Indo-China,. the Philippines, Formosa and others included in Southeast Asia 1 make excellent study aids.
Many of these could be incorporated through the use of the bulletin board
or the presentation of oral reports.
Several plays are available tor the current studies on Southeast Asia.
The play entitled,

~

& Might,

by Archie Crouch, is a powerful one-

lrhe Youth Fellowship, 2£• ill_., p. 30 ..
2Ibid., p .. 31.
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Hol.mes 11

by

is a one-act play set in Malaya.

.iulother one-act play entitled, Stolen

Good~, by Helen Kromer, is esp~oially usable tor the home mission's th~~e.l

Features 2n Missions
Each of the World Service Projects, namely, the Appreciation Offering, the Self-Denial Offerine, Tools for Mission 'l'eachers 1 and Spend-aDays, have been emphasized with either an informative or dedicatory aervice in the booklet entitled, Youth Serves

Thro~h

.!J3!.

Church.

The

programs are so designed that they may be used either in the Youth Fellowship meeting on Sunday evening, during the opening period in the Sunday
school hour 11 or at any other time during the week tihen there is !rlssi<:>n
promotion.

Other uses for this material appear in Builders, a paper

written especially for the Youth Fellowship,2

Additional ideas concern-

ing programs and activities shottld be incorporated by the Youth Fellowship
for the purpose of offering variety and interest.,""
One may conclude that the program of missione.ry education, as it
exists today, does have de.fi..'"lit.e study aids and xnaterials.
used today show a great similarity to those .m.enti(.med as
of the early part of this century.

The .materials
typical

Due to the prolific amount of study

materials available, but little on how to make them alive

workable,

it remains largely to the individual group's initiative to incorporate
as much as it can in its total missionary education program.

Appendix, p. 93.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Some type of beginning needs to be made, no matter what the endeavor
may be. The endeavor so ably begun in the latter part of the nineteenth
century was made to meet a definite need, the need for promoting greater
interest and particip&tion among the youth in the greatest of all tasks,
the missionary task.
Through the united efforts of 24 different denominations, definite
plane were made regarding missionary education for youth.
By tracing the progression of the missionary education movement
throughout the early history of one particular chw."'ch, namely, the Evangelical United Brethren Church, it was possible to

an insight into

the v<ork of many of the tnajor denominations belox1ging to the same movement.

Today these major denominations cooperate with the Joint Comrrda-

sion on Missionary Education of

National Council of Churches.

denomination represented on this Joint

Ca~uission

Each

has access to all of

the missionary study books published by Friendship Press.
The youth

existing

the Evn.ngelieal United Brethren

Church today 1 shows many similarities to that

in former days.

The structure and content of its materials portray similarities of
theme and outreach.
The relationship existing between the Youth Fellowship and the
"'"'"'."""''s Society of Y'iorld

Ser<~ice

is a healthy one.

Tha.t very factor

of relationship of one organization to another, serves to strengthen
the fact that it is altogether impractical

only one organization

to benefit from a well-rounded missionary education program, while other
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organizations

L~

the church make no efforts whatsoever.

The following

chapters will present those beginning procedures deemed necessary in
reaching not only the youth, but every member of the local church as
well.

CHJ\.PTER III
BEGINNING A PROORA.'I.! OF MISSIONARY EDUCATION IN THE CHURCH

For the purpose of ascertaining what a church may do v,rhe.n faced
with a felt need on its part for a more vital church-wide missionary
education program, one that is stable and effectual to the
it touches every church member in some way, it

has

eA~ent

that

been deemed justifi-

able to start with the most logical beginning factor, namely, the leadership of the church.

It is not the purpose of this chapter to set forth

an elaborate program of missionary educs.tion for the church, but rather,
to present some methods of procedure which might act as aids in leading
certain endeavors desiring to begin a well integrated program of missionary education in the church.
I.

-

OF

PERSONNEL

The Pastor
It is highly eesential to both the beginning and the outworking

of the proposed missionary education program to achieve the cooperation
of the pastor.

If the pastor does not feel especially interested in

the missions phase of the total work of the church, there
why he cannot be challenged, even as he endeavors

no reason

all

to chall-

enge his church membership to live lives of constant obedience

~o

the

will of C-od, so that He might lead them into the richest and most fruitful type of life-that of walking close to the Lord,
every measure

Him with

life's capacities, and being rewarded with a peace and

joy that nothing or no one can take away.
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When he realizes, perhaps a.fter mu.ch prayer and study on the
subject, that the inclusion of missions will not hamper the efforts
of the church, but will actually be a mighty potential for vitalizing
every portion of the program in which it is allowed entrance, he will
accept it and instigate it whenever and wherever

"

orda.inad prencher of the gospel, shepherd of the flock, and the
istrative leader of the congregation, the unmeasured success or the
absolute failure of missionary education rests upon him.

As the one

called and chosen of the Lord to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ, he
is actually fulfilling his part of the Great Commission.

gospel,

the essence of l'Ihich is found in John •s Gospel reading, '?God so lo'led
the world ••• that whosoever believeth in him should not perish ••• , nl
shows no discord with the missionary concept, so aptly stated in Matthew's
Gospel, " ••• go ye therefore, and teach all nations ••• 11 2
nations circumvents the whole world.

Even Jesus'

Surely.!!!
intercessory

prayer includes this vital concept of missionary vision and purpose.
It rea.ds.t

~'Neither

pray I for these alone, but for them also which

shall believe on me through their word ••• that they also may be one in
us: that the wor~ may believe that thou hast sent me."3
The respomdbility for successful instigation and integration of
missionary education into every portion of the church program. need oot,
and should not be left to the pastor's resources alone.

lJohn 3:16-17.
2Matthew 28:1$-.20.

3John 17:20-.21.

The possibility·

to

or.

of

. ate

vgas dependent upon

or become
re-

nil,

enlist

gration of'

church

into

i'or

·work of

moves on to

inte-

a

has

possible

church to continue even after a pastor
been the

' a

o:r

or

church leaders or

members.

tor the purpose
opportunity

and

confronted

education.,
thoroughly challenged

ties

can

can

the possibili-

to

his

b:;t lt 1 too.

of the Holy Spirit in eitller
nitlg

or

exists at the

time.

as

of
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of

same guidance
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board,l the representatives of other church agencies, and the representatives of junior, intermediate, and senior

are to

important resources for beginning such a.

found the
the church is

quite large.
Although the group of

mentioned in the preceding paragraph

would especially pertain to a larger church, the

group-

ing would be quite similar in a smaller church, with the exception of a
fell rr.ajor departmental and organhatio.rw.l representatives.

smaller

church may include such persons as the pastor, the superintendent, a
teacher of children, a teacher of youth, a youth chosen
adult elected by

adult~:?,

the representative of the

offici~.l

an
board, tlte

representative of women •s work, the representative of men's work, &r.d
such additional ll:l.em.bers as all

school teachers, all

of

other groups, and all officers.
A mere enumeration
be put to active use.

leaders

not enough, for they need to

For the purpose of enabling each board member

to visualize the possibilities of a .Program for which they can feel a
definite responsibility, a

that shows promise of incorporating

the most people, various methods of centralizing program procedures
should be examined.

As the various program procedures are

each Board member should remember his local church .situation, and select
the procedure that seems to contain the greatest potential for most
adequately meeting the needs.

Several possible procedures

enumerated for this examination process.

been

is
one or more

selected by

of Christian

be

pl~:m

church

takes the whole church

All

its scope

distinctly missionary it.E'Jl1S of the
tional
:Missions corn.mittee.

This committee, or board of missions as it

should be responsible directly to the

be

It would serve to focus the spotlight
ions.

congregational attention upon

If not directed aright, this plan

easily lose the ori-

ginal intention for which it was created, and become a
a separate en1phc:usia 1 a
raulgate missionary challenge

prograr~,

course,

h1stead of endeavoring to pro-

it"ltereat to tho

that

literally

')

pervades the congregational program as a whole.""
should
itself.
believes its
forth o.f

It would

no
only with routine

to

It

responsibl.lity

the spiritual

orks

the

the construction

of

congregation.

if the
of

lNevin C.
and David D. Baker; Missionary Ftiucation
i
Church (New
: Friendship
1950), p. 31.

-

2rbid.

3~., P•

down

.!£!. ~
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Although this procedure rela.tes
istration, rather

the

offers a potentia.l

to

Council of Admin-

of Christian Education, it still

mo$t easily

applicable to some church

situa.tion.
or
for the representatives of the

COW'!Cil

funct:i.oning in t.he c.hurch to meet

a u:ri.liariea

togeth(~r

It talks missions

for in3pirational

for

and
opportunity

educat

and

that. is

done throughout the

This procedtwe does
Christian
Missiol:J;ar;t

of
of

mention any

church.l

to the Board of

but its inclusion <'lle.s deemed worthy of menticm.
~.;.1xiliary.

The simplest plan of all may be worked

out :tn whleh individual manbers of a missionary a'U:Xiliary assum.e the
responsibility for missionary education itl the church school, and other
organizations in the church as well.

ta.in

~

much under cer-

It

not over-

especially if the church

organized, and the women's .missionary group, mlly, !o.r instance, be the
sole avenue of misl!lionary inte:reat and enthusiasln.
may actively participate in

such as choir, Sunday school, official
it

divide the responsibilities for

education among them.selves.2

2Ibid., P• 33.

every
1

Because many of its
of the church

and other o:rge.nizations 1
of missionary

JJ
Som.e examiners may note little possibility

relating any of

procedures for eentr&lizing the guidax1ce of
program to

education

church situation, \lhile others

OV>lll

note that one

of the procedures would provide just. whet is needed most.
decide that a col:rtbin<:rt.:ton of two of the procedures
meet their situation.

However, the possibility

Others may

to

he

somr;:; ot.her type of

procedure 1 a _procedure formulated by some metnber of

11

for in-

stance, should not be alleviated c.s being invalid, but should be

.for

usefulness as long as its

efforts of missionary

is to cent.ralj.ze the

in the 1 ocal church.

!I.

EDUCbTICN

Christian

F~ucstion,

begin to promote any chu:rch-wi.de endeavor for

missionary educa:tion, such as choosing
formulat-e some
ne<eded, who
to serve.

to gu:tde

e~:act

iuissionary <'..ommittee, it should

serv~;

proceedings

others
not

ately, they need to be thought th:roue;h carefully, so

Board members to feel tha.t

a

th irJdng a. s to

be qualified to
;Uthottgh the

<.<.

t.rained

decided upon immedi-

s to enable

h<we had a d

in

estab-

lishment, an1:l th<>:t v1hat they h&ve established is re8ll;r t.t..ne;ible and

shows pros:nise of bei'ng most usable to e. missivnary comm.lttee that should
be selected 6'lent ually.

A proposed endeavor can

to function in the

and minds

of

such :m

opportunity

to list
ad-

es to the
or reasons

:r or
f

er for

UJJD11

).

can offer

m.eaJ."lS

out who

for discoveran

"

in any
ca::1

church

an

the

n al1urch.•

are interested
in so121r:l fonu

'\

School

soon come to
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of the following vtOrds written

the~

vVilliam

The
sionary t
~re so weighty a~ not to
be carried out in huuum strength
for
development of the spiritual life; since the devoted missionary
worker .must
heavily upon
.1

with the

JilOre

conditiono surrounding

about the

sionaries 'm th6 h orlle and :foreign
w'nere

thc:rc nothing can

truly be accomplished without a gr•eat backing of
happening
tials inherent

been presented to serve to
i11

prayer:

A
minieter
t constantly
the world as
he
mission stations and
was
was
IiiCross
1
these fields
great
sionary
accordance
traveled
with the order of bil:l prayer,
around the globe jtt.S t behind the pillared cloud of the Holy
closet.2
Ghost ""'

in

Just as

so it can

lands, and

church.

acquainted

Praz.

the lives

other

2rhe Prayer Circle
(April, 1957), p. 1.

,should

of the Oriental

out of the

3ociety1

of

opportunity for

•
church

members possess right

prej udicos 9

subscribe

to discover

for

other :races are

"

a

avonues of

one

Lord,
Just as
a

• C'nr2.s
• t , 1 so
:1.n

Christian can

in the

service of Christ.
Therefore, it

be

vi tal rninistry

education
church.

Hines substantiates
The work
the local
not
split
like a £ ou1"'th
by
but if ~ou do not have the fourth
gallonS

3:17 ..
(Los

o£
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ae a Board of Christian Education .may deem it

to

decide why missionary education is important to the church, it should

also comprehend the need to decide what type of peraon is qualified to
undertake the several responsib:Uities

of the chur-ch.

available should be ut:tlized.
prog:r~m

The

Certrd.nly the

of raissions is compelling enough to claim the full measur-; of

devotion of the strongest

in the church.

should

f:?.vor-

able to missions, have a desire to k.'"low the field,. p0e1sess a. \'l'illingness

have a r <:idiant

tole

the aptitude to

11 live

eontagiou:s adssiomn'Y

show

breathe, talk, e·nd dreazn miss:tons.tll

1

They h,'lve

ed uc at ion in gen-

reached some proficiency in the techniques of

eral, and missionary education in particul<U' 1 to th.e extent that there
has been real success exhibited in story-telling, conducting group discussions, coaching d:rt::liD.a, leading in worship,

Looking

!£! ~respective

guiding a project.2

Leaders
every congregation,

should

qualified, at lea.st 1 to become potential le &ders

For this

the ndssionary education
should be scanned for

11

abilit.ies for missions.

r~ason,

the congregation

almost leaders, 11 and challengc:!d to use their
Some

11

almost leadersn or

leaders"

have been listed to inc ltd e:
1.

·rhe person who has traveled
and abroe.d.

\"lHarner, £E.• ill_.; p. 125.

,2Ibid.,
- p. 126.

missions both here

2.

The person of rich Christian experience to whom missions· b
an old and well-loved story ..
The public schoolteacher who lives with teaching methods and
program building five days a week.
The person who loves books and magazines and would, therefuPe,
make a good missionary librarian for the congregation.

;.

The person talented in dramatics or music or poster-making or
public spe~~ing.l

DeveloJ2in& Missionarl 'Education Leaders
Just as the importance of determining who among the congregation
would make good leaders, it is important t.o formulate definite plans for
developing these leaders.
fi~~d,

Some til o are very successful in their chosen

may have no conception of the possibilities of

mission~~Y

educa-

tion, or h~ to undertake the responsibilities that such a program. involves.

For this reason, it would be well to orientate them sufficiently,

so they, too, can accomplish that for which they have been chosen.
The writer has enlarged upon Harner's six ways of developing missionary
education leade:rs.2
cedure at the

s~~e

The local church will not desire to U8e every protime, but should incorporate at least one or perhaps

two of them into their church progz•am duriug the course of a year.
L!.adershiE education classes !!!.9, schools.

T'ne curriculum should

be for all workers in a local church, therefore 1 missionary education
may rightfully take its place within it a ranks.

This class can be de-

signed to provide teachers and prospective teachers with missionary
information that will aid in forthcoming mission<ary units in their
respective classes.

laarner, .!?.£• cit., p. 126.
12~., pp. 127-133.
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Worker's conferences.
the

regu.l~ar

The worker's conference could actually be

meeting of officers and teachers.

may be proposed:

Such items as the follow-

(1) ev&luating the present program of the church;

(2) reviewing what other churches ar~ doing; and (3) studying the best
methods being used.
Su.mmer camps, schools,

~

conferences.

Someone is chosen to

represent the church in the interest of missions.

This person listens

to various speakers 1 joins in discussions, reads and gathers more
materials to read, becol:l.'les acquainted with missionaries fresh

the

field, and learns what other churches are doing.
Interdenominational miasionarz institutes.

These institutes have

been made possible through the cooperation of different denominations who
have chosen to agree on certain study areas in both national and international missions, and, therefore, make use of the same basic study
materials.
CooP§'rative
ing on the job.

.elann~.

A chairman

This type of leadership training is trainchosen to guide the program •vith a repre-

aentative commit tee to plan it fully.

Such it a~ns

!>S

source materials,

methods for program building, and missionary centered content may be
taken into consideration.
Individual cultivation

f!.

leaders.

This .factor

either serve

to alleviate any real orgc:.nized trainir1g program or it .might necessitate
a more distinct plan of training on the part o.f the official leader of
the .missionary education committee.
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Methods

2!~

Missionary Education Surve1

The criteria for any type or method of evaluating the present
status of missionary education in the church should largely circumvent
certain general areas, namely, the personal intellectual response of
individual members toward missjons 1 personal participation in any type
of .missionary endea:vor, knowledge of missionary activities of the past,
and present-day knowledge of the missionary outr-each of the members t
own denomination.
Criteria

.! questionnaire.l

As each question, e~u.merated in

this questionnaire, coroos into focus in the individual's

and heart,

there may either be an affirmative response, cha:rc:cte:rized by actually
bei.ng a partaker in ao::ne of the u'lissiona:ry activities presented, oz· a
desire to be an active p<>rtaker in s om.e of them; or there may be a negative response, characterized by an attitude of not caring, and not being
a partaker in any activity listed or any not listed.
Through employing this questionnaire in the general survey of the
church .membership, the missionary cormttee
what areas

missionary education

areas participation is very low..

i~hen

be enabled to learn in

church participates, and in what
this committee has received. a

good or representative proportion of the questionnaires hru1ded out, and
has learned the trend of the participants or non-participants evidenced
therein; it can begin to determine where it can begin to work, and upon
whom it can rely for active support.

lsee Appendix, p. 88.
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Criteria ~ ~ observation ~echnigue.l

It

the

of

this technique to gain so.me background informat:l.on that will aid
forth-coming

ionary committee· in determining what needs do exist

in the rewa of challenge towards_. and pa.rticipation inll m.issionli.
The writer referred to several pointe that

his book.

listed in

These several points have been added to,

upon,

as the writer determined v1hat criteria shot:Ud be included in the formulation of the observation technique.
The questions may most adequately be answered by actually observing the programs of the established organizations of the church, by

conferring with organization leaders, by noting the trends evident in
the various church records, and by becoming aware of the congregation's
response to any endeavor even remotely related to missions.
This technique may be regarded a.s a subjective method
because the answers will vary according to the one who is

survey,

!u=:...u.l'o

the

observations.
!!,sting for kno1vledge

2£ general ndssionarz w.form.ation.2 It

the purpose of this type of questionnaire to obtain an

picture

of the congregation's general knowledge concerning missions.

Its usage

would be determined by- the missiona.ry co.mmittee and would be geared to

whatever group in the church the committee designate;s.

It cot:Ud be

used before the beginning of a mission's study to disclose how
to be learned and known about the. missionary enterprise.

there

A mission's

study- that has majored largely em the history of missions could appro-

lsee Appendix, p. 89.
2see Appendix, p.

90,

priate its use at

closing session.

Some of the Sunday school classes

through out the church could incorporate it,

use it as a check on what

the pupils are learning, and have learned through their aequaintemceahip
with the missionary enterprise both in the public school

the Sunday

school.
Testing ~ kn~ledge 2.!, ~ mission&r.r erot$r~

.2£ .! denomination.l

The purpose of this test is to gain an idea of what church members do
or do not know about. the missionary endeavors of their church.
te£>t

This

easily be adapted to m:Jet the requirements for testing followa ea.teehitical study on denominational missionary history.

Perhaps

certain organizations in the church would be interested in checking their
member's knowledge of their own denomination.

T11e proposed missionary

committee should be open to the various opportunities to use or encourage its use among the church members of its denomination.
It may be very possible and entirely probable that a missionary
survey will reveal quite a h.ek of interest for missions a.11ong the
church membership.

Some of the church members may

an utter lack

of interest in, or a knowledge of 1 missionary endeavors; while others
may show only a pa.rtial laclt of :interest in 11 and a kno,"l'ledge of, missionary endeavors.

The reasons for this lack may not be the member's

fault altogether.

Surely, work, IEayer, and giving to missions cannot

be expected of them if they c:;re not made aware of the needs, of the ruJ.ture

lsee Appendix, p.

92.
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ts

efforts
, and

men

for

Christ ,.1

III. A

of

OM.ry

education .....,,.,"'"""':;'"

parti-

response

to
could
education in our

of

pared

an

question.

comto
the

even

a

every organization in the church,

Sunday school superintendent
Departmental representatives
Cradle Roll
Nursery
Beginners
Primary
.Junior
Intermediate

High school
College
Young adults
Middle
Older a.dults

Women's missionary group
Men's fello"ship (brotherhood)
Youth fellowship groups
Junior

•s
Junior Church

groups

l:!:!,-elarmi!:£i session.

The pastor, the Director of Christian Edu-

cation, and the chairman and the assistant of the

should

committee

together to list proapeetive representatives

zation, review the proposed reasons for

each organ!-

education as offered

by the Board of Christian Education, formulate a tentative outline of

procedure, and decide on a. meeting date to vthieh all
are called upon t.o attend.

!.h.!.

first meeting.

or a coffee time.

may be an after-dinner meeting

This

Certain questions

concerning this meting.,

namely,
'WVho

attend the meeting?

The pastor, the Director of Christian
chairman and assistant 1 and every

45
representat1.ve from the various boards and organizations of the church.
l'\l.by is

meeting necessary?

The

u~ssionary

committee needs

to present an outline of the procedure determined by the

of

the pre-planning session, and enumerate the various objectives proposed
in regard to missionary edueation.l
HoifJ should the meetj_ng proceed?

Prayer should be offered for the

Lord •s guidance in this new undertaking.
or reasons ehould be formulated.

New or addit:tona.l objectives

Ve.r:toua qualifications of missionary

education le a.ders ah ould be reviewed.

Note should

taken of those

who would qualify as prospective leaders; and methods of developing
these leaders should be deter.w~ned.

The four methods of ettrVey2 should

be reviewed; and any additions or corrections to the methods of survey

be prepared to take back to every organ:tzation or
t'fuen shall the next meeting be schedttled?
another meet,ing should be decided upon.

ard represented.
A definite

for

This meeting should not con-

fliet with any other meeting.
Gatherin~

vmrkable ideas.

l\!hen each representative returns to

his own group he reports the essence of the
tain what his group is interested

d oing 1 and lists

to make the list of objectives

they
plete.

In!

second !eating.

1£!.

~., P• 33.

2Qt. W,!_., p.

40.

strives to aacer-

The reports of

atever additions

the various plans com-

as curriculu.m,
and

should attempt
to
It continually evaluates,
It

for further

conclusions

t.o

or

•

for the

It is

of ever,y church

ara

in
to select

It
one

education

for
i;,o

church situation.

should

of Christian

as a

on

one look f

•

to a

the

of

further

~3chool.

of

THB

CHUUCH
1V8S

in._

movesnf'lnt for

more

to

to act as a

is to

of the

"
the

f1S

of the

not be broken for
in

.,

.m.,

p ..

ante.~

.. 11 •
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its

to

school
to

proportion of both
and prof'i t-

clarify

school_,

namely, the s

to inoor-

teachers,
church •s total

education.,
rsonncl,
th<3 bull:<:: o:f the

missionary oonl.!l'dttae's
arlght 11
these plans

t,o be

U1.a Sunday se.h ool

batter

then to channel

could

the efforts of

leaders

0

of greatest importance to clarify the teacher's posit. ion

in the missionary education

.2

much right

ele.m.ents as a

fore, such

A teacher in

as the lesson
of

use of;

teaching, and thorough know-

sibilities inherent within
t,he teacher, have
function to
enabling

program has as

t, o

Sunday school materials

for

tl:H3

of acquru..nt-

been called, and thereby 1

be more fully equipped to include missionary

structu:re of

Sundav School
Convention, 1951), p.
-~a1101m•'1'1''~

The
2clarence H. Benson,
1950), p. 59 ..

24.

(Chicago: Moody Press,
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inclusion of mi.':>

within the teaching pro

the Sunda.y school

teacher was decidedly endorsed by Dorothy Stevens, who wrote the following statement:
a chwch believes that its me
and program are
essent.ial to the grovfth of its raembers, a1ld.
it also
believes that missions is at the heart of that me sa age
and therefore builds .missions into the center of
missionary education becomes an essentikJ1 part
of the Sunday ehurch school life.l

I.

LEADEPBHIP

PEI~ONNFlL

personnel of the loc

Even as the le
tion as to their se·vera1

responsibilit~.es

in

of missionary education in the general
esteemed essential to the outworking of this

church needs d.:Lrecto

establishment

of the church, it was
to enlarge upon

the importance of adequate, well-qualified leadership personnel in
the Sunday school.

The conte)...t of this section, therefore, deals

m.ore specifically with the reJ.;;;tionship of certE>.in Sunday school leaders to the missionary education program.
~ ~u:ee_r~tendent

Serving as the el..ected member of the a.dm.inistrative staff
Sunday

')

school~""

the

the superintendent, in cooperation with the psstor

the director of Chr:i.stian education, has :i..mport:::nt :responsibilities
of the Sunday school's operation and outreach.

in the total

invested the

in this individual
direction,

stim.ulous

lstevena, f!.E.•

.£ll.,

the inclusion of

hope fot· lettdership,
sions in the

PP• 64-65.

2~ Discipline of ~ Evangelical United Brethren Church,
cit., p. ~2g, par. I06~

--

With-

2a•

..

efforts

by other leaders of the

be strengthened 1

a zealous auperinin fttrthering

tendent.
sio:na:ry

Sunday school

to

writer,

tllOst successfully accomplished by:

1.

~·:orking in cooperation with the pastor
C.l:1ristian education.

director

2.

~-·
Sunday school teacher

7.

if

of

tee consisting of
the

school
has been
, and especially

cause the general

, to

cation into avery

:oo-

should obtain hi£>

Ln all
should enlist h:i.a

supervision..

of Sur1day school endeavor,

and cooperation
each depurtillEmt.
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of plans,

ment

in

not
curri-

to
to the rt3asons

education

closely

cooperative

toga-

of all concerned.
by

hy reason

ot the

teachers ..... n3

to

, p.

5:12 ..

"
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The teacher may rightfully be
for he is preparing those who

L~aluded

in the Great Commission,

either go to a foreign mission field

someday, or who may come to have within the.!lllilelves the desire to actu&lly support, either by their prayers and finances, or both, thoee who
will
i~at

and those who are out on the mission field at the present time.
a teacher teaches,

therefor~,

and the manner in which he teaches,

often has a profound effect upon every pupil concerned.l

Even a tea-

cher'a enthusiasm or lack of enthusiasm for missions may definitely
affect the attitude and outlook his pupils may have or come to have in
later years.

As a teacher surveys his relationship to the total church program
of missionary education, he may wonder what he can do to incorporate
missions into his teaching program.

Such items as the following have

been formulated by this writer to aid the tea.char in gaining some
knowledge of what can be done:
1.

Pray until a true vision oi' the vast possibilities and outcomes of missionary emphasis becomes a reality.

2.

Cooperate with the superintendent and fellow teachers in
stimulating missionary emphasis.

J.

Check the ma.terials of each quarter's lessons and decide
how some phase of missions may be inclu:ied.

4. Read

I~sionary biographies, magazines, and Bible references tor background information on missions.

5.

Become thoroughly .tamiliar with the history of missions.

6.

Become thoroughly .taniliar vdth the suissionaries ~Sent out
by one's own conference, other conferences in oneis ovm
denomination, and by other rr•ission boards.

laenson, 2£• ~., pp. 61-62~

7.

and aid a pupil who
.felt the call to .full
time service, whenever and wherever possible.

B.

Ehcourage
pupil to read missionary biographies and
other missionary books or
*

9.

Encour a.ge each pupil to acquaint hirilaelf
a m ...... ,., .....,..
or several missionaries through the mediums of prayer and
actual correspondence.

that

of the total outreach of the church which should aid in

stimulating every pupil to the highest and noblest and worthiest
callings, that of

the home, in

cla.ssroom, and anywhere and everywhere he may go.

in the

school, one cannot help but realize that the possibilities

inherent

A.

~;;ach

.?hase of their several respomdbilities are altogether

II.

F.LEMENTS REPRESENTATIVE OF GOOD TEACHING

teacher may be well aware of his place in the work of the church,

the challenge

opportunity

it 1 and the importance o:r incorporat-

ing missionary emphasis into the very core of the lessons

taugh~,

but,

all the while not fully realizing or knowir1g how to share his enthusiasm
tor certain things that

be close to his heart.;

as missions, or

even the very hope that is within him,l because he may have never been
taught the essentials that comprise

~ Discipline of the J1Vangelical United Brethren Church, .2E.•

1

~.,

this writer has chosen to term

p.

~7,

par. JJ.
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considered by the teacher is that which
the subject.

pex~aina

to a knowledge of

The actual knowledge possessed by the teacher in vari-

ous areas, is or can be readily ascertained by almost, ever.·y .pupil
in attendance.
11

Yihat the teacher knows on a certain subject, such as

the .rrd.ssionary journeys o:f Paul, 11 cannot be dealt with adequately

unless the teacher himself

missionary minded;l

personally ac-

quainted with the One who spoke to Paul that day on the u""'"<tll."''"'
road, was willing to

Paul o:f his sins 1 and lead him eventually

into one the greatest

endeavors of all ti.m.e; 2 ru1d has an

earnest desire that every one o:f

pupils catch a

sionary vision

similar to what Paul had, and what every Christian can have.
this need :for knowledge in His

Teacher

The

dealing with the Chief Teacher of Israel,
that which we do

He said, nwe

and bear witness of that which we have seen,

and ye receive not. our v<itness. "'

Further information4 pertaining to this important element of
teaching would be

beneficial to the

te~cher

who desires to be

fully equipped tc teach missions.

laaines S. Dobbins,

:f.!l!. Imerovement .9! Teach :i:rn, ~ !d'!!, ;'3p.ndal

~~poe* (Nashville: ConventLon Preas,
2 Acts

9 (3-6.

"'
-'.John
:3:11 1 A. S. V..

4see Appendix, p. 8 5.

1955) 1 p. 17.
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At.tainraent

literally

the very life
nil,

the pupil's interest

is incited

leeson •.

It

that 1

11

ea.ch sense-organ is a

the pupU .. 111

to the

italy tfvary with the

of the
tt2

there are certain

as
said that, 1tthe

.,

Cre-

unknown,« because it was

must precede

his contention that:

oan

by

inducing in the
which these ideas

mind processes corresponding to those
vvere f
conceived. Ideas
be

be re-experienced.)

In order to enhance the possibility of
the learner, it would be well

to

a teacher t.o refer to

by which

should be

a.ttention was

importance in Jesus t teaching :nethods.

comd.d ered to

Wherever

accomplished

drawing men

seemingly impossible; that of
and the

(revised edition;

3~., p. 20.

4see Append b.:, p. S6.
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and teach.
the

the
how

me:ndE~rs

to

of t,he nets, 2 and to note
with

w

about

several

capacity

days,3 to
m.ay conceive,

that

•

sassed that which

VH~s ""'"'··..,,....,,u

that it commanded

His

of individuals, as well as

attention

multitudes

deemed the

enough

as

a.

a3

it.
the pupil's
:i.nelusion

ject int.o

life

or

the sub-

the

Every teacher realizes, or is soon brought to

Lansua~!

:t"ealize,

attached to what has been termed "the vehi-

cle of thought which is eble to convey knowledge, the instru.ment of
thought

which

of our

se in

language.

tt4

concerning the correct use of
ing

There are

facets of u..'rlderto teach-

both here and abroad.5

foreign field, is continually

l:Matthew 4:18.

4:21.

8:2.
4Gregory, .££•

ill•,

p. 48.

Appendix, p. .80.•

with this matter of language.

.2

e.ctually required in the con1pcaition oi' a lesson.l
The following statement by Milton Gregory enumerates the essentials
of a lesson:
All teaching must begin at some point of the subject or
lesson. If the subject is wholly new, then a known point
must be sought by showing some likeness of the new to something. known and familiar. Even among
, the
skilful r1arrator struggles to find some comparison \tit.h
familiar experiences, seeking some likeness of the unknown
to something known before proceeding with
story.
Until this starting-point is found, he knows
it
be useless to go on.. To do so would be like
one to follow you over a vdnding path in the
out first letting him know where you are or starting
on the path. Naturally, if adults must
this aid,
children can scarcely be expected to do
it. Otten
pupils in the schools exp~ain their inability to
the lesson by the
statement:
do not know wha.t the
teacher was talking about~" The fault
l"'ith
the teacher in such a case. n2
It has been ascertained that the pupil's presl':lnt
experience

conce1~ing

kr~owledge

and

certain info:rmat:S.on may be the basis for a.

Therefore" one may conclude that any rttruth to be taught rnust be learned
through truth already known."3

a m.ost i1nportant facet of

every teacher's lesson planning to devise methods and means to "excite
and direct the self-a.ctivities of the pupil. 1'

the type of planning that is
whatever

to

rroup is being taught.

able to place himself in

lsee Appendix, p. 81.

planning is needed,

'rhe teacher ·would .find it profit-

position o.f a. pupil, so that he

able to
it .. l

the

of the

as the

of the individua.l pupil must be

The

into consid-

before a, true adaptation of the lesson can be dete:rrrdned to
meet these needs.2 The lesson subject itself must reach into the life
of each

and find its roint of contact therein

becomes effective.3

All activities planned should

teaching
to con-

e.s

interest,
those which have become routine

It can be

that Jesus

for mesneeds,

were directly related to
one of

the heart

He

able to apply or guide that individual to a full understanding of
they could be met.

needs

what
the case

11

»4 or

rich young

that Jesus knew how to

One

only to note
n5 to

and could
of those

Therefore, or1e

conclude that the

each

lesson with
pa.tion

1

that the

may be

is being teJ'IJght •

86.
2oobbins, 2a• ~., p. 70.
3Benson, ~· ~-~ p. 110.
10:17-22.

5Luke 15:11-32.

to
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The learning process.

One of the r.1ost

total learning process is to

pupil

he has perceived a clear

thin.king ,1

d:tscover the answer to a. problem.

to

11

dent of :!:HltU!'e c:md a

to be accom-

of

rather than be told, a.s he

plished, he should be

it thia wa.y,

the

The reasoning

to

one author stated

pupil an
oo·cn<:a

after truth.

stu-

Cultivate in

the habit

of research. 11 2
F.>re lirnitations

It should
tc: the

research in the 5unday school, due, in some

ea. of

meastU'a, to a lack of time in

cle.ss

time required to accomplish the homework

the public school to those pupils who att

out by

requir~~JnEmts

• However, a Sur.tday

school teacher should not be discouraged over the Lnak of time entailable to meet <md solve various proble.ms thst do
by-week study a ccomp~mied by a limited

, because a 'neek-

of .study during the week

could, on the p<:rt of the pupil whl'> is

, be made most

sufficiently challenged to the

profitt,ble to him

study, fmd, thereby, begins to "reproduce in his own

for this
, the truth

to be learned."3
It

be noted that, Jesus, who was carrying on a constant teachallowed for

ing

p. 81..,

.2.E.

.31!?.1:!·,

p. 97.

ill..

j

.P. 104 •

possibility of a

le~:u:·ner
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was £aced with a problem.

a.s

to

or what to

of the

of

~.

He

11

v~ould

then
present the essence

•1

P"'rable or Mine other indirect

Therefore, it may be said that one of the most important aspects
of the learning process

to stimulate the pupil to think for himself

as he approaches the solution of a problem •
.t'actors that are

they

of the

portion logically follow the

very definitely serve to

for time,

·the teache:r who
,..,

le

to guide
part of

•

.:::.

ther·e are

during

ma.y refer to s

the course of' a

e that

was actually

to contribute

wo::ld be

which had

be the case, that a

in some

been

in

to him.

contribut.e to the discussion

at

he

confidence

in himself.

One has only to recou.nt the

that

of such happenings

, and

history of t.he

revealed therein to their

13

•

Appendix, p .. 84..

3neuteronomy lfl).

the past

situation.3

Such methods may also

One of the

1

be noted in

ings wan to

circur11stances of the

out hovr

could

would often recount

of
:tn

present,

the future as

of Old

direct

and

to the situation at

It

l'a.cto:r,

:l.n the

for the

character:i.etic of good. t.eaching,

teacher to

ing the

to

above <:;11

tr:Jl'lo

to t,he extent that it becomes a
Yl:rit,ten by Benson,

the

in receivfol-

of his

challenge to every teacher:
will eventuruly
of a harvest.

mind

the

Only as the tea.cher thus

soul
approaches

will not orJLy get
re,:m:rrection in a transformed

soil, but also will
fruitful life)

OF A

good

ele-·

teachi.n:~,

an accomplishment

menta into practice.

by

at ion
ma.y t

the

of

ple,n are endless.
plan?

Gt

The ,possibilities of a lesson

The question may well be askad ~ what is a lesson

Although the various

10:.3-9.

plan.

o! a lesson

will be presented

herein, there should be some type of definition provided for the benefit of anyone who may not be directly acquainted with this phase ot
teaching.

A lesson plan may, therefore, be defined as a guide that

has been built by a teacher, to satisfactorily aid in incorporating a
certain subject or truth into the life of a pupil, taking into account
the need for the pupil's cooperation and participation.
~·

A definite aim or set of aims should precede every lesson

presentation, aims that will encompass pupil interests and needs.
teacher who thinks

thr~~

The

his lesson with a definite purpose in view,

and leads his pupils to do the stw.e when a new study is to be undertaken, does, in both his own activity and the resultant activity o! his
pupils, show that he is teaching with an aim in mind.

It ha.s been said

that na teacher without an aim is like a ship floundering in the ocean
without a compass and without direction.nl Aimlessness in one's teaching may, therefore, show a marked effect upon the pupils in such ways
E>,s

little or no response to the lesson being taught, indifference, or

misbehavior.
A teacher may profitably refer to the Master Teacher's
His disciples.

for

The writer has choeen three ai!!:IS designated by Clarenc-e

Benson as being those held by the Master Teacher.2 Such aims have been
enlarged by this writer tor the purpose of revealing how they could be
incorporated by every teacher:

lBenson, .2£•

ill•1

2~.' pp. 82-8.3.

P• 77.

1.

To reveal God's gracious and glorious plan for His disciples.

\lhen He told them, ttl e.m come that you might have life, and that you
might have it more abundantly,nl

and,

11

Fear not, little flock; for it

you the kingdom 1 11 2

is your Father's good pleasure to g

He

no

doubt a:s to what His purpose was for their lives.
2..

To 'I'Jin them. to Himself-as Saviour

His disciples should lmow who sent Him.
the verse,

11

King.

He desired that

Such a desire is revealed in

For I came down from heaven ••• end this

the Father's will

which hath sent .me ••• that everyone which seeth the Son, and believeth
on him, .may have everlasting lite._.nJ

The reason !or His being sent

is so aptly spoken in John's Gospel where it reads, "For God so loved
the world ••• that the world through him .cnight be savect.u4

The manner

that God provided "hown man could be saved is .t'ound in the words,

11

That

whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. 11 5
The very fact trmt

was not only to be their Saviour, but their King

as 'Nell, is revealed in Luke's

Gospel~

the Gospel that described how

He rode into Jerusalem and a multitwJe of His disciples rejoiced saying,
"Blessed be the King that cometh in the name of the Lord ••• n6

3. To prepare and tra.in His disciples to be His witnesses. From

lJohn 10:10.
2tuke 12:)2.
3Johl'l 6(38-40.
4John 3:16-17.

-

5Ibid.
6tuke 19:38.

the vary first call Jesus

for disciples, one may see what their pur-

pose was to be, namely, ~tfishers of men,.nl

Even in His final in-

at :ructions to the disciples we read, ttGo ye therefore 1 and teach all
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, end of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghoet. 11 2

Following His resurrection He said to them,

ye shall receive pcnver, after that the Holy Ghost

come

11

But

upon you:

earth.r(3

and ye shall be witnesses unto me •• •'.mto the uttermost part of

Therein has been revealed that every provision had been ffiade for ther4
to be His witnesses, for they vJere truly endued with that power which,
only, can

.~e

for effective witnessing.

It may rightly

stated, therefore, that every teacher is a

true missionary, for his very

for this wonderful .f.llii..

he

is to accomplish is to reveal God's plan end purpose for each pupil •s
life 1 win each life to Him v-:ho alone is their Saviour and King, and
prepare and train each one week-by-week to be Hie witnesses, thereby
allowing God •a purpose for each life to be fulfilled in .full measure.
Essentially, therefore, well-chosen aim:s "give" direction cr.d
deetinatio:n, n

11

determine progress," and

11

provide courage and confidence; n4

all a.im.s that every teacher may have.
Apgroach.
~.ttention

Once the teacher's aim or

have been established,

should be focused on the choice of an approach that will

3Acts 1:8.
4senson, .2£·

.£!i.,

pp. 78-79.
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properly introduce the lesson.

serves to estab-

lish a definite contact, a
pupil

t.he

the beginnir.g

ne>v material or con•

eepts to be taught may

already ,,.,,.,.,_,,,.. to the pupil

to

and with what

dry

The approach to a lesson need not

dull.

The message which needs to be brought to the mind
should begin, rather, with a certain freshness and newness, characterizod by an enthusiasm

what

to be taught.

If the teacher's

quality and type, there will most likely be a like re3ponse reflected
in the attitude of those being taught.

Variety in the teacher's me-

thod of approach should aid in obtaining the pupil's attention.2

When

the pupil is challenged to li21ten and take part in something that may

not be altogether new to him as far as acquaintance with the subject
is concerned, the new truths tha.t are introd:uoed should stinmlate inter-

eat and actual
be taught

because, as one author vtrote, tlthe truth to
be learned through truth alres.dy known. n.3

It ahould be noted that Jesus 1 the Ma.ster Teacher 1 .made it a
point in His teaehL"lg to establish some point o:f contact with His disciples, all .followers, and proapective.followers.

lrbid., P• 110.
2rbid., p.

m.

3aregory, .22• .£!.!:,. 1

Some o.f those instances

67
have been incorporated by the writer to prove this.

Those inst!:inces

ma,y be found in His teaching of:

1.

The woman of

In this Ll'lstance

asked for a drink

of water, then J'roceeded to tell her about the "living water."l
2.

The feeding of the 5000.

In this instance He took the loaves

and the fishes, blessed and brake them and gave
present.

to all that v1ere

Later, he mentioned that he was rtthe bread of life.

3. The good shepherd.

In this instance H'e uses the illustration

of a shepherd of sheep ~'lith Himself as the "good shepherd. n3
One may readily note that eech instance just mentioned, ca!'l or

could very easily be releted to missionary outreach.

They serve to

substantiate the fact that the Bible is a true and living missionary
book, whose contents are filled with messages that are relative to
every day living.
Presentation..

The preliminary factors considered in the lesl!on,

namely, the formulation of necessary aims and an adequate approach,
lead directly into the

actua~

presentation of the lesson.

It is in the

presentation of the lesson itself that the full measure of a teacher•s
storytelling techniques,. rela.ting of factual materials, reading of
poems, introduction of songs, and introducing some type of visual or
audio-visual aid, comes to the fore.

lJohn

4:7, 14.

2 John 6:11, 35.
3John 10:2, 11, 14.

It should be remembered that no

or

two

of
should

storytelling

in n manner

it

be

person

illustrative

it

as the

Conclusion.

lesson comes to the point where a summary

of the lesson should be

of
pupil to

essence of that

the presentation

order to aid the

he

or

t

the lesson, this

pupil 1e am-

to
the

in such a ·nay as to meet poshis teaching

This

as

a.s

about pupil

, so <:in

to relate
these
Parental

of the

aeon to

assured.
should

the pupil to
every day

been

.1 Therefore, the teacher

vitally related to the lives of
should

discus~:~ed

sought by the
in

this

in

school to his

keeping parents informed as to whot the work of the
to do, 11 the t.eaoher should

~'enlist

school is

their cooparation in proYiding

opportunities !or real application of the Sunday school lesson.l
It should be noted, however,

11 no

J..e sson will really be

helpful to the class if it has not been helpful to the teacher.

Its

application must be bacl<ward toward the teacher before it tttill go forward
toward the class. n2
After SUI'\'eying each step,

relativ<:~

to the formulation of the les-

son plan, one may conclude that this definite statement of organization,
as embodied in the 1 essen plan is 1 on the part of every teacher, necessary
to insure good teaching.

IV ..

OF SUNDAY SCHOOL

A teacher ·who is acquainted with the basic duties and responsi-

bilities relative to the teaching position, has an understanding of
basic elamemts representative of good teaching, and has incorporated
a systematic method of presenting a lesson, should be fully qualified
to make an intelligent exam.ina_tion of the teaching materials of the
Sunday s ohool.

The purpose, or purposes of the procedure that
by the teacher who desires to examine his particular Sund
m.Hterials

be followed
school

be readily ascertained as he examines the questionnaire.3

1 :aenson, ~·

ill·,

pp. 195-196.

2Ibid. 11 p. 2CO.
Appendix, p. 94.
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purpose, or purposes, of this method

that the

should

teacher in

evaluati::m is to

of

an overall

content and methods of teaching that t,ood m.ate:dals

contain_.
employ.

and eventually load into a .l.llanner or uaes that the

regardir1g the use

t;,he .materials he now possesses, to

best advan-

of every pupil concerned.
Because the

preceding high school are oft.en considered to

be the .most responsible for shuping tl'Hl lives of pupils who, when .reachne~~

ing high school age

responsibilities,

of more definite
preceding high school have been

the

considered in this questionnaire.

It

i~

a most important feature of every use made of the question-

mdre to correctly total and present the results in the form
ation or general

an evalu-

Such a pl<m should stim.ulate the teecher to

own teaching rn.ethods.

EDUCATION
IN THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
outcoou~s

It may be implied that various

education in the Sunday school.
by the writer as a sample

should have accr-ued and

:following items have been listed

possible outcomes.

1.

There shod.d be an increased interest in missions.

2.

There sho;;:ld be an
of
pupil.

awake~ed

desire for mis.:;ions in the heart

3. There should be a challenge and desire to serve instilled
within the heart and life of each pupil.

4.

a

o! thr::;

5.

6.

be a

7.

a

•
the

o!

10.

call to

11

•

progrBJll 0 r

in

church

church

..

':Jfforts of
or

been e

trained efforts of the

in

of pupil

•
he more fully

to include

the very structurA of his
an

use made of the

through an
of good

7"~')
a
of

; the

interest; the correct

~~a

understand-

of the

of a le

ing of the

; a

of t.he
process; and

t.~orough

the

manner of

and the

of

of

known as a

usa.

edueation

in

of

callings, that
and

the

in the home, in the

I.
In

the

study it ca.n be

education

United

of up-

to-date

in

the area of

educa-

a, local church

for such
Chris-

church; (5) the

that

Chr:i.stian

shmved
so

duce

a£~

to i.ntroof

the church; (7)

the

of

chief

to

educat,ion;

(8)

of

raore

to
, and

in

the

of

of

•

be
some

75

evident from
study ..

It is believed by

they

a

church in

in
the tot.al

This

an

of

of

serve to

as a

suitable
for
effect of

short 1e
to

are a.ctua
•

'
•
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APPENDIX

I

l.

6.

your

possible.
8.

san1a

of a
ancl

•

10.
long at a time, no matter
them to
freely.

11 ..

12.

a

1 ..

done.

that
tna t usua Uy more

than are tot d.

own words 11
it, and to
the

a reason for

6 ..

7o

to
as

permit.

8.,

9.

1.

to

Find out
teach t,o

lviolat
of

c.

and sophistries nnd to shun

2 ..

clear
of it.,

and

6.

lesson

commonest and most.

to
10.

e

every
to the

objects

are learning to thin,k, and that t.o
they must learn to
intelligent.ly
problems
connection with
"'"'''"''"'... work, and
connection
th.sir life outschool.,l

1 ..

2.,

Pause

or lost, and

3. Never

4.. Adapt

length of the
to
the pupils, the briefer

of the

pupils; and

6.

in the
other.

those aspects of
will correspond

and use such illustraand
the
of

9.

favorite
often
to

•

subj acts of the pupils are

•

I<'ind out what

and

10 ..
11.

sources
di.:1traction,
as
the classroom
out, and reduee
Be

y•::mr

----

that
; :_ls ..

£m:~<i

12.

your presentations as

as possible,

trations and all

illus-

hOY/eVf.lr ll

to

let
sources

1.3. Maintain
exhibit in yourself the ch,sest attention to and
most genuine interest
the lesson. True
is
will

1.
2.

at

).

at

ground

a topic,

1a ssons can profitably be

to

6 ..

sson
8.

order to
should
in

into

10..

final reviev1, which should never be omitt.ed, should be
comprehensive,
masterful,
the different topics of Lhe subject as on a
•
Find an

applications as

12.

Do not

1.3.

tl:ncourage
pupils to ask
previous lassons.l

value of

•
on the material of

by fresh study.

1.

•

2.

Find in
principles.
it

.3.

Study

y~arts

Only fresh co nee ptions in-

its
to mor•e farn:i.liar facts
In these lie the illustraM.ons by
to others,.

until it takes
The final product of clear thought

•

4. Find the
In every science
notions to

5. Find

7.

broadest views; so,

learn-

relation of the 1e sson
practical
lies

ers.

6.

steps of the li~ason.
:from the
in eve~! lesson.

Use freely all
under[; tanding

until the
ir:; better

in mind

than an effective

•

8 ..

..
.fresh

9.

and
of study, but do not hesitnte,
device
•
these questions about the lesson:

beyond the

<U'lS~\1<3r

advance

One

10.

1.

t,o

3. Consider carefully
and find its polrtt

and

of

lesson to
of your

by some
inquiry ..

to
of

7. In

class exorcises
t,erast and activity.

s..

to see
as to forbid H.s activ:tties

to excite constantly fresh inso

your
activ:tty

87
to

10 ..

kno111i or

or aubjecrt.
ll.

12.

Give
mind

to

thin.~;

and

afte:c you ar;c, t?Ure
to ask

Do not amr••e:r too pranptly the questions asked, but :r·:Jstate
f orca and breadth, and often
ansv1er
quc:Jstlons to oecure
thoUBht.

13.
't

14.

addi-

a m.:tbject,

thought and

efforts

tha

of service partic:tp::rtad in.

1.

)

city

2 ..

service or

or nama

by ·week ..

an interproject of an
the total missionary
to you)

to a certain missionary :regularly.

•

)

missionaries •

•
to

home if I

opportunity.
be
to
mission .fleld it he o:r~

go to

sao my

sermons on

our

included

•

more and study n1ore about missions

•

;:,bout missions

Lord
the Lord

1.

be
in our church?

in

me be a

avenues of
of

EvanAre v1e
ren as '¥'1ell
in the

90

4. Do we seem

Men as well

as wornen?

ncrtl?

are -vJa now

6.

Does

If we reached one-third
t:lst one-

seem to be a

the

to

the

sentence)

,.l...

clos-

2.

John.

J.,

St.

4. David
5.

, an
lived in--the 13th.

6. Shinto

7.
B.
9.

nov1

500,

10.

Paton w•as a

Africa.

to-the South

Islands,

91
11.

of
century

12 ..

1900.

~

/

J.o,.

are prl.ncipally-Protestants,
of no faith.

18.

has
o.f nonof denow,.ination,'\3

inare

as
lL•

.

14.

-2nd.

-3rd.
-2nd.
-2nd.

19.

·~

20. -2nd. l.

!J

p ..

165-166.

1 ..

'-----..-~~-·-. ----·
our
the

•
I can think at

6.

AS

---'--··----·-·-~----'-·---·-·~---··'-----'-----0

and

-1

p,. 167 •

I

during

thj:

preto the success

parations

clock

'Round-theone mon
hz.ve made up

the con-

where
hour ..
bulletin boc:;rds,

./\11

it is time for

prepared

the

visitors

are on

meet

to
mission-

Visit
to

are assigned

age

of

o.f

it is to arouse

involve:

Preparation

countries studied.

1.
2.

variou.<J

J.,
on the food
the various
•
host and
country.l

2R•

~., p.

161.

country
of
costu.'Ues of
·~>he

1.

2.

Are

3.

of

1,.,

age

typica1 of

5-

?.

if a

B.
throughout
or

10.

for

95
11..

•

extra resource or
If so, check types you

listed'?

as a teacher'?

into

